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INSTRUCTIONAL COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING AND REVIEW 

(CPPR) 

Program:  Licensed Vocational Nursing Program  

Planning Year:  2014 – 2015 for 2015-2016  

Last Year CPPR Completed:  2010-2011 
Unit:  Nursing /Allied Health 

Cluster:  Math, Nursing, Biological and Physical Sciences, Kinesiology/Health Sciences & Athletics 
 

I. GENERAL PROGRAM INFORMATION 

A. NURSING DIVISION MISSION STATEMENT:    
The mission of the Cuesta College Vocational Nursing Program is to provide for the educational 

preparation of Vocational Nursing students.  The student will be prepared as a generalist to 

practice at an entry level with the ability to apply critical thinking skills and the nursing process 

in a caring and individualized manner to help others maintain or regain optimal health, or a 

peaceful death. 

B. Brief history of the program:  
In 2006 a new and unique LVN Program was introduced to the Nursing Division of Cuesta 

College. This program was implemented to meet a significant community need for LVNs in Long 

Term Care staffing.  It was designed as a 12 month, very full –time, fast -track program. Thirty 

students were admitted on the North County Campus in Paso Robles, CA with 3 part-time 

faculty members and no additional clerical support within the division. This new beginning was 

made possible, in part, due to a financial and staffing partnership with Compass Health.  2007 

Class #1 completed with 25 students in May 2007.  

 

As of May 2014, there have been 217 LVNs educated through the Cuesta College program 

workforce.  Many remain local and have become vocational nurse leaders in our community.   

The program is meeting the community need for which it was created.   

 

C. Significant changes/improvements since the last Program Review 

Full-time Faculty Positions 

The program began in 2006 with three part-time faculty.   A full-time tenured faculty position 

was added to the program for the second class that began in May 2007.  A second full time 

faculty was added in spring 2014 to improve continuity of student learning in the classroom and 

clinical setting throughout the 3 semesters of the program, as well as support the shared governance 

within the LVN program.  

Simulation Liaison and Dedicated Simulation Lab Facility 
A dedicated simulation lab was opened in fall 2013 for enhancement of student learning and acquisition 

of nursing judgments  The Simulation Liaison for the SLO RN position began to oversee the high 

fidelity simulation lab for LVN students on the NCC.  The purchase of equipment for this lab was 

provided through grant and generous donor funding.  The simulation lab now encompasses 

simulations in every semester and provides patient care experiences throughout the lifespan.  
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Additional Support Services 

A Student Success Specialist was added in 2010.  Student retention and 1
st

 time NCLEX pass 

rates success has improved significantly since the onset of this position.  A part-time clerical 

position began on the North County Campus to support the LVN program where none existed 

previously.  This position was initiated, and continues to be fully funded, through a nursing 

grant. 

 Curriculum Changes   

Skills lab and theory lectures were separated into distinguishable courses, “A” and “AL”. 

The math prerequisite was increased to pre-algebra level to increase ability and safety with 

medication math.   

A current Nursing Assistant Certification was added as a program pre-requisite to increase time 

available for actual nursing level skills in the curriculum design. 

 

A major curriculum realignment was completed that shifted the program start date from 

summer (May) to fall (August).  This change provides LVN students improved access to 

learning and support services such as counseling, library, financial aid. It also affords a 

lighter, 10 week, 3
rd

 semester during the summer that is more aligned with faculty 

assignments college-wide. 

LVN Licensure Preparation 

Our 1
st

 time pass rate over the past five years has ranged from a low of 73% in 2011 to a high of 

96% in 2014.   Since 2012, online NCLEX practice tests have been incorporated throughout all 

semesters along with a live content review course immediately following graduation to prepare 

students for the licensure exam.  Kaplan is provided for use by our LVN students at no cost 

made possible through generous monies from a community foundation partnership. 

Retention:  

Retention rate has been over 90% the past four years.   

The nursing program continues to aggressively implement student success strategies to foster 

student’s successful completion of the program on time and to prepare students as entry level 

clinicians. 

A pre-program optional preparation for class Workshop was conducted by the Assistant 

Director and Success Specialist to identify and address potential academic learning issues and 

to educate LVN students on successful studying and time management techniques. The goal of 

the workshop is to have students start the program better prepared. Prior to Spring Semester 

2015, a second optional Workshop in learning Pharmacology was conducted by the Assistant 

Director. While this was just conducted a month ago, the initial impression is one also of great 

benefit to students.  
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D.   List current and/or new faculty, including part-time faculty 

Current Faculty: 

Ambrose, Mary Ann (FT Faculty, Assistant LVN Program Director) 

McQuillen, Patricia (FT: new) 

Johnson, Fay (PT: new) 

Martinson, Cary Lou  (PT: new) 

Perrin, Shani (PT: new, contracted) 

Sylva, Sylvia (sub) 

Sutton, Mel (sub) 

Pirruccello, Linda (sub) 

E.   Describe how the Program Review was conducted and who was involved 

Program review was constructed from review of ongoing assessment and documentation files for 
the LVN program and was put together at the same time as the department’s Total Program 
Review for LVN which has been in discussion phases for some time.  The Total Program 
Review allows department staff & faculty to maintain a one stop source for all pertinent LVN 
markers and contains much of the data that is required for the CPPR.  The Program Review was 
accomplished through a collaboration of many LVN department staff including the Program 
Director, Asst Director, Success Specialist and department secretary. 

 

II. PROGRAM SUPPORT OF DISTRICT’S MISSION STATEMENT, INSTITUTIONAL GOALS, 

INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES, AND/OR INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 

A. Identify how your program addresses or helps to achieve the District’s Mission 

Statement. 

The Cuesta College LVN Program, in alignment with the school’s mission, vision, and 

values, works to maintain the quality of education our program by 

a. Maintaining our tradition of providing accessible, high-quality instruction to support 

and enhance student success and to 

enter the health care workforce prepared. 

b. Seeking advice from our community to assure educational programs address current 

healthcare standards. 

B. Identify how your program addresses or helps to achieve the District’s Institutional 

Goals and Objectives, and/or operational planning initiatives: 

Cuesta College Institutional Goals: 

 

#1    SLO County Community College District will enhance its programs and services to  

        promote students’ successful completion of transfer requirements, degrees, certificates,  

        and courses. 

#2    SLO County Community College District will build a sustainable base of enrollment by  

        effectively responding to the needs of its local service area. 

#3    SLO County Community College District will assess and improve the quality and  

        effectiveness of its participatory governance and decision-making structures and  

        processes. 
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#4    SLO County Community College District will implement, assess, and improve its integrated  

        planning processes. 

#5    SLO County Community College District will strengthen its partnerships with local  

        educational institutions, civic organizations, businesses, and industries. 

 

Institutional Goal #1 

The LVN Program works to promote students’ successful completion of the LVN 

Certificate by making available numerous student support services to help students be 

successful in class and clinical patient care courses.  For example, the program employs 

a Student Success Specialist who works 18 hours a week dedicated to LVN success 

helping manage academic & personal issues with referrals to any number of other 

college resources as required (i.e. personal counseling, financial aid, tutoring, disabled 

student services, etc). The Program also offers Info sessions twice per year for students 

considering applying to the LVN Program.  The purpose is to elucidate the logistics for of 

the accelerated 12month fast-track program and provides student with a realistic view 

of inherent demands mentally, physically, emotionally, and financially so they can 

prepare accordingly.  There is also a mandatory 4 hour orientation held 4 months prior 

to the start of the program during which student resources are covered in detail 

affording ample time for students to utilize prior to program start. This year (2014-2015) 

first semester we enhanced our services by responding to faculty & student concerns by 

implementing a faculty aide for a short time period to help at all 3 clinical sites with 

initial student med pass and this proved extremely useful.  Other technological advances 

including the simulation lab have helped with realistic patient care scenario teachings as 

well as use of integrated Kaplan NCLEX and Live Review resources to facilitate students 

NCLEX licensure exam success. 

 

Institutional Goal #2 

The LVN Program works to keep the community apprised of application periods and 

prerequisites through public Info sessions, distributed flyers, website maintenance, and 

inquiry response (phone and email).  The LVN Program maintains close communications 

with Compass Health and other local healthcare facilities through faculty that also work 

in such institutions outside of classroom or clinical commitments, through graduates 

working in the field, and through facility communication at our twice a year LVN/CAN 

Advisory Meetings to make sure we are in touch with the LVN demands of our local 

area. 

 

Institutional Goal #3 

LVN faculty members participate in college committee assignments, bringing a unique 

perspective of community and student needs to the college. 

 

Institutional Goal #4       

The Integrated Planning Model was presented to full-time faculty at regular faculty 

meetings.  Copies were placed in nursing and allied health break room for reading. 
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Institutional Goal #5 

The LVN Program works to strengthen its partnerships with local education institutions, 

civic organizations, businesses, and industries by hosting community Advisory Meetings 

twice a year with representatives from clinical facilities and local healthcare agencies, as 

well as involving LVN staff from Allan Hancock College in Santa Maria, CA. The program 

also hosts a completion ceremony for its students at program conclusion where family & 

friends & local healthcare community have the opportunity to applaud their 

accomplishments.  The Program has increased efforts to maintain communication with 

alumni who are future leaders in the local healthcare industry themselves to grow 

alumni bonding and strengthen the program’s outreach potential for future 

preceptorship, faculty recruiting, and facility association networks.  The LVN program 

has an Assistant Director on the North County Campus to provide sufficient 

management resources on the campus on which the program is implemented. The 

Assistant Director is integral in these activities.   

   

C.  Identify how your program helps students achieve Institutional Learning Outcomes. 

San Luis Obispo County Community College District Institutional Learning Outcomes 

ILO 1. Personal, Academic, and Professional Development 

Students achieving this outcome will be able to: 

Recognize, assess, and demonstrate the skills and behaviors that promote academic 

and professional development 

• Recognize, assess, and practice lifestyle choices that promote personal health and 

mental well-being 

• Demonstrate the professional skills necessary for successful employment 

LVN students are encouraged to lead by example through health and wellness lifestyle 

choices that promote the program’s Caring Philosophy and Framework.  The importance 

of taking responsibility for one’s own actions is emphasized. Students are taught the 

knowledge and application of skills required to demonstrate professional LVN scope of 

practice required for entry level employment in a variety of healthcare settings 

throughout the 3 semesters of the program.  

 ILO 2. Critical Thinking and Communication 

Students achieving this outcome will be able to:  

• Analyze and evaluate their own thinking processes and those of others 

• Communicate and interpret complex information in a clear, ethical, and logical 

manner  

LVN students are taught to critically think through patient care scenarios in the skills lab,  

the simulation lab, and challenging patient assignments in clinical.  Debriefings take 
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place in small, confidential group settings to reflect and strengthen one’s own thinking.  

In the clinical rotations, students are afforded the opportunity to perform patient care 

two days per week. Patient care expectations progress from simple to complex 

throughout the 3 semesters of the program at which time clinical faculty are at hand to 

assure student preparation prior to performing patient assessment, care, and med 

administration. Students are educated on both the ethical and legal elements of HIPAA 

(Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act) to ensure all communication remains 

confidential. 

ILO 3. Scientific and Environmental Understanding 

     Students achieving this outcome will be able to: 

• Draw conclusions based on the scientific method, computations, or 

experimental and observational evidence 

• Construct and analyze statements in a formal symbolic system 

• Analyze the relationship between people's actions and the physical world 

• Make decisions regarding environmental issues based on scientific evidence 

and reasoning 

LVN students are educated about and must demonstrate the ability to use knowledge of 

physiology, behavioral science, and environmental influence to assess and changes in 

clients. To perform safe medication administration, students must perform accurate 

math calculations and physical assessments of patients. Students must conduct 

methodical and patient research prior to providing care.  Students learn and apply 

evidence-based research throughout the program to appreciate the concepts of life-

long learning necessary in a healthcare occupation that is ever changing and evolving.  

ILO 4. Social, Historical, and Global Knowledge and Engagement 

     Students achieving this outcome will be able to: 

• Analyze, evaluate, and pursue their opportunities and obligations as citizens in 

a complex world 

• Demonstrate understanding of world traditions and the interrelationship 

between diverse groups and cultures  

LVN students engage in assignments, research, and patient care scenarios incorporating 

the human lifespan spectrum that also entails cultural diversity.  

ILO 5. Artistic and Cultural Knowledge and Engagement 

     Students achieving this outcome will be able to: 

• Identify, create, or critique key elements of inspirational art forms 

• Demonstrate knowledge of and sensitivity to diverse groups and cultures 

through studying the world's languages, societies, and histories 
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Many LVN students come from bilingual homes which are an increasing asset in 

healthcare whose evolving patient populations increasingly benefits from multilingual 

practitioners. Clinical settings and interactions with patients, families, healthcare 

professionals, and faculty provide the opportunity for students to learn key words 

helpful in patient assessment and care in a form other than English.  Students are 

required to participate in classroom research projects and presentations also that 

address various cultural sensitivities and understandings. Students learn about the 

positive impact art and culture has on wellness and healing. An example: one of the long 

term care facilities has a program for residents (including dementia clients) to learn self-

expression through drawing and painting and the students are always amazed at the 

depth of personal expression they see in this artwork on the facility walls. 

ILO 6. Technical and Informational Fluency 

     Students achieving this outcome will be able to: 

A. Recognize when information is needed, and be able to locate and utilize diverse 

sources effectively and ethically 

B. Produce and share electronic documents, images, and projects using modern 

software and technology  

LVN students must travel to their assigned clinical rotation facility in advance of their 

scheduled clinical shifts in order to perform thorough research on the patients that are 

scheduled to be under their care so they can be knowledgeable and prepared for this 

responsibility.  They are well versed on what information is to be found where from the 

beginning of the program and are to honor HIPAA at all times. Students have available 

to them both online and textbook resources for their use. This goes for theory 

(classroom) learning as well.  Many clinical facilities the program utilizes have electronic 

patient medical record software and computer-based medication administration. 

Students are provided an orientation to all resources they will be exposed to in a given 

clinical rotation in advance of their initiation and faculty maintains communication with 

facilities to ensure a thorough orientation at all sites and shifts to other sites throughout 

the program. Students also have various supplemental online resources available to 

them through their textbook purchases as well as program supplied Kaplan resources.  

For classroom and skills lecture portion, faculty present lectures with power point form 

and made available to students in advance of scheduled lecture for their use and 

preparation. Students have the option to print these out for note taking purposes by 

hand, or may pull-up in class on laptops for typed note taking purposes.  Technology is 

instrumental in the LVN program in many different ways—simulation mannequins 

included—and students are technology savvy through support of faculty and staff and 

campus resources for that not in possession of their own laptop or home computer.  

Students are required to perform research and presentation assignments throughout 

the program on various topics and demonstrate not only technology capability but more 

often times than not, significant creativity as well in their sophisticated slideshow 

format presentations. 
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III.  PROGRAM DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM

A.  Enrollment 

The number of enrollments reflects the number of pre

courses as well as the nursing program.  This high number demonstrates the demand and 

interest for our program.  

large qualified application pool an

higher demand for new graduates by 2015 and beyond with healthcare reform.  

 

 

B. Student Demand (Fill 

LVN fill rates for the start of the program are always 100%.  The data above 

indicates our fill rates fluctuating from 91.85% to 98.89%. 

a 12 month accelerated fast

program admits 30 students every year 

academic issues.  Variance in fill rate is related to a student drop and 

inability to fill the spot due to the inability 

Attrition at the end of each semester (academic or life issues) will decrease fill 

rates for the next semester. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENTS  

The number of enrollments reflects the number of pre-nursing students enrolled in prerequisite 

courses as well as the nursing program.  This high number demonstrates the demand and 

interest for our program.  LVN program enrolls 30 students per year.  We continue to have a 

large qualified application pool and turn away over 50 applicants.   Forecasting indicates a 

higher demand for new graduates by 2015 and beyond with healthcare reform.  

 Rate)  

 

LVN fill rates for the start of the program are always 100%.  The data above 

indicates our fill rates fluctuating from 91.85% to 98.89%. The LVN Program 

a 12 month accelerated fast-track program comprised of 3 semesters.  The 

30 students every year but lose students to personal and 

ariance in fill rate is related to a student drop and the 

due to the inability to make up clinical content.  

Attrition at the end of each semester (academic or life issues) will decrease fill 

rates for the next semester.  

 

nursing students enrolled in prerequisite 

courses as well as the nursing program.  This high number demonstrates the demand and 

students per year.  We continue to have a 

50 applicants.   Forecasting indicates a 

higher demand for new graduates by 2015 and beyond with healthcare reform.   

LVN fill rates for the start of the program are always 100%.  The data above 

The LVN Program is 

The 

lose students to personal and 

the 

Attrition at the end of each semester (academic or life issues) will decrease fill 
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C.   Efficiency (FTES/FTEF)  

 

The data above reveals efficiency numbers for 

courses combined.  The clinical patient care courses have a lower student to faculty ratio 

as mandated by the Board of Licensed Vocational Nursing (BVNPT) which regulates the 

program.    

 

 

The data in the table above sho

clinical patient care component, in which one faculty lectures to all students resulting in 

efficiency that is slightly above the overall college efficiency.  

30 students annually and generates 

credits into the three semesters of the nursing program due to B

Additional students would be very difficult due to community healthcare (clinical patient 

 

fficiency numbers for both LVN lecture and clinical patient care 

courses combined.  The clinical patient care courses have a lower student to faculty ratio 

as mandated by the Board of Licensed Vocational Nursing (BVNPT) which regulates the 

 

in the table above shows efficiency of the nursing theory courses, without the 

clinical patient care component, in which one faculty lectures to all students resulting in 

lightly above the overall college efficiency.  The LVN program admits 

lly and generates 82 - 85 FTES.  We cannot add more mandated 

semesters of the nursing program due to BVNPT regulations.  

Additional students would be very difficult due to community healthcare (clinical patient 

lecture and clinical patient care 

courses combined.  The clinical patient care courses have a lower student to faculty ratio 

as mandated by the Board of Licensed Vocational Nursing (BVNPT) which regulates the 

efficiency of the nursing theory courses, without the 

clinical patient care component, in which one faculty lectures to all students resulting in 

N program admits 

FTES.  We cannot add more mandated 

regulations.  

Additional students would be very difficult due to community healthcare (clinical patient 
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care) placements as well as being responsible to market trends in our community.

 

D. Student Success – Course

  

 

This chart reflects the successful completion (grade C or higher) of all required 

courses in the three semesters of the LVN program.  The LVN Program 

rate over the past 5 years has been higher than 95% which averages 25% 

higher than that of the college overall.  This is attributed to the hard work of 

our student-oriented faculty and LVN Program Student Success Specialist who 

work collaboratively on behalf of our LVN students.

 

Course Completion by Modality

All LVN classes are face-
challenges to student success are great in this very unique,accelerated fast
program.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ll as being responsible to market trends in our community.

Course Completion 

This chart reflects the successful completion (grade C or higher) of all required 

courses in the three semesters of the LVN program.  The LVN Program success 

rate over the past 5 years has been higher than 95% which averages 25% 

higher than that of the college overall.  This is attributed to the hard work of 

oriented faculty and LVN Program Student Success Specialist who 

on behalf of our LVN students. 

Course Completion by Modality 

-to face, there are no online or distance education coursework. 
challenges to student success are great in this very unique,accelerated fast

ll as being responsible to market trends in our community.   

 

This chart reflects the successful completion (grade C or higher) of all required 

success 

rate over the past 5 years has been higher than 95% which averages 25% 

higher than that of the college overall.  This is attributed to the hard work of 

oriented faculty and LVN Program Student Success Specialist who 

to face, there are no online or distance education coursework.  The 
challenges to student success are great in this very unique,accelerated fast-tracked 12 month 
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E.  Degrees and Certificates Awarded  

 
 

The Licensed Vocational Nursing C.A. certificates awarded represent above a 90% 

retention rate for the past four years.  Every year 30 students are admitted.   
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IV. CURRICULUM REVIEW 

A. All courses that have been created, updated, modified, or eliminated (and approved by 

the Curriculum Committee) since the last CPPR are listed below in the Curriculum Review 

Guide and Worksheet.  

CURRICULUM REVIEW GUIDE and WORKSHEET 

Courses and Programs 
 

Current Review Date _____10 February 2015___________ 

 

Reviewer: Mary Ann Ambrose, Marcia Scott, Beth Johnson 

  

1. All Courses active in the 3 semester nursing program that have been active since the last 

CPPR are listed below.  The CurricUNET Course Outline of Record (COR) for each course has 

been reviewed as indicated yes/no for each column below.  
 

Course 
(Prefix / 

Number) 

Currently 

active 

New course 

since last CPPR 

Major 

modification 

since last CPPR 

Minor 

modification 

since last CPPR 

Deactivated since 

last CPPR 
Notified impacted 

program(s)* 

 

LVN 101 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

LVN 101A 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date:2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 2011 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

LVN 101B 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

LVN 102 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

LVN 102A 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 2011 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

LVN 102B 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

yes  /  no 

    date: 2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

LVN 103 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

yes  /  no 

    date: 2014     

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

LVN 103A 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 2011 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

LVN 103B 

yes  /  no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

yes  /  no 

    date: 2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

*Note: Please state if the deactivated course impacted any other program(s) and if and when 

the affected program(s) was/were notified: 
 

Deactivated Course Impacted Program (s) Date affected program was notified 

LVN103AL N/A N/A 
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2.  Course Review - All current active CurricUNET CORs on record have been reviewed by the 

     faculty for currency and accuracy as annotated below: 

 
Course Number LVN101 

LVN102 

LVN103 

All nursing theory 

LVN101A 

LVN102A 

LVN103A 

All skills theory 

LVN101AL 

LVN102AL 

 

Skills lab 

LVN101B 

LVN102B 

LVN103B 

All clinical 
1. Effective term listed on 

COR 

Date: Fall 2014 

          Spring 2015 

        Summer2015 

Date: Fall 2014 

          Spring 2015 

        Summer2015 

Date: Fall 2014 

          Spring 2015 

         

Date: Fall 2014 

          Spring 2015 

        Summer2015 

2. Catalog / schedule 

description is appropriate 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

3. Pre-/ co-requisites / 

advisories (if applicable) 

are appropriate  

yes  /  no
2
 yes  /  no

2
 yes  /  no

2
 yes  /  no

2
 

4. “Approved as Distance 

Education”  is accurate 

yes  /  no
4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 

5. Grading Method is 

accurate 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

6. Repeatability is zero yes  /  no
4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 

7. Class Size is accurate yes  /  no
2
 yes  /  no

2 yes  /  no
2 yes  /  no

2 
8. Objectives are aligned with 

methods of evaluation 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

9. Topics / scope are aligned 

with objectives 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

10. Assignments are aligned 

with objectives 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

11. Methods of evaluation are 

appropriate 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

12. Texts, readings, materials 

are dated within last 5 

years 

yes  /  no
3
 yes  /  no

3
 yes  /  no

3
 yes /  no

3
 

13. CSU / IGETC transfer & AA 

GE information (if 

applicable) is correct 

yes  /  no
4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 

14. Degree / Certificate 

information (if applicable) 

is correct 

yes  /  no
4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 

15. Course Student Learning 

Outcomes are accurate 

yes  /  no
4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 yes  /  no

4
 

16. Library materials are 

adequate and current * 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

yes  /  no
1 

1 
If no, a major modification is needed within the next 5 years (see five-year cycle calendar). 

2 
If no, a major modification is needed in the current term. (For increase in class size, see your curriculum 

representative for details.) 
3 

If no, a minor modification is needed in the current term. 
4 

If no, contact the Curriculum Chair or Curriculum Specialist. 
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3.  Programs - All programs/certificates active at the time of the last CPPR are listed below:   

 

 

Program / Certificate 

Title 

Currently 

active 

New program 

since last 

CPPR 

Program 

modification 

since last 

CPPR 

Deactivated 

since last 

CPPR 

 

 

Nursing, Licensed 

Vocational Nurse -  

C.A. Certificate 

yes / no     yes  /  no 

    date: 

    yes  /  no 

date: 2012 & 

2014 

    yes  /  no 

    date: 

 

4.  Program Review- The CurricUNET “Program of Study” outline for each active 

program/certificate has been reviewed with annotations as indicated below:  

 

Currently 

active 

Program / 

Certificate: 

Title 

Required courses and electives, incl. 

course numbers, course titles, and course 

credits, are accurate 

Program 

description is 

current 

Program 

Learning 

Outcomes  
are accurate and 

include method 

of assessment 

LVN Nursing, 

Licensed 

Vocational 

Nurse -  C.A. 

Certificate 

LVN 101, 101A, 101B, 101AL, 102, 102A, 

102B, 102AL, 103, 103A, 103B 

yes / no* yes / no** 

* If not, program modification is needed. 

** If not, Program Learning Outcomes modification is needed. 

 

B.   All curriculums have consistently been reviewed at least annually during Program Review 

meetings held at the completion of each semester as indicated on the three tables that 

follow. Program Review encompasses student feedback on course surveys, faculty analysis 

of student learning outcomes, student success indicators of NCLEX pass rates, employment 

tracking, and input from Advisory Committees and community healthcare agencies.  Our 

philosophy and curriculum has continued to be timely and relevant in today’s healthcare 

setting.   

 

 The LVN program completed a major review and curriculum changes in 2013 that approved 

by the Board of Vocational Nursing (BVNPT) and the college curriculum process.  These 

changes were implemented in Fall 2014.    

 

The LVN program has just completed its regular continued program approval with the 

BVNPT in fall 2014.  The next major review will be with the next program reapproval in 

April 2019 with the BVNPT.  Through this process, all courses were evaluated by faculty in 

preparation for this review, and the courses met regulatory scrutiny, that the following  

COR’s were current and accurate for the following in CurricUNET: 
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− Course description 

− Student learning outcomes 

− Pre-requisites/co-requisites 

− Topics and scope 

− Course objectives 

− Alignment of topics and scopes, methods of evaluation, and assignments with 

objectives 

− Alignment of SLOs and objectives with approved requirement rubrics (General 

Education, Diversity, Health, Liberal Arts) 

− Textbooks 

− CSU/IGETC transfer and AA GE information 

− Degree and Certificate information 

 

V.   PROGRAM OUTCOMES, ASSESSMENT AND IMPROVEMENTS  

A. The assessment cycle calendar for the LVN program may be referenced in Section VII: 

END NOTES. 

B. Course and Program Assessment Summary (CPAS) forms may be referenced in  

SECTION VII: END NOTES 

C.   Mapping of course-level SLOs connect to program-level SLOs is imbedded in the 

  Program CPAS document above. 

D.   Improvement efforts that have resulted from SLO and program assessment include:   

− Created more simulation activities. 

− Added a 4
th

 patient bay in skills lab.   

− Purchased additional specialized wound models for skills lab. 

− Purchased CPS clicker tools for engagement in classroom and NCLEX style learning. 

− Reintroduced the LVN104 IV/Phlebotomy Certification Course for post-completion alumni. 

− Placed on prioritization list: updated DVDs for skills demonstration and nursing theory. 

− Donations obtained to create a dedicated simulation lab on NCC.  

E.  Recommend changes and updates to program funding based on assessment of SLOs. 

Refer to Unit Plan Funding Request Worksheet. 

F.   Budget requests that are related to student learning outcomes assessment results or 

      institutional/programmatic objectives include: 

− Professional development to be provided for faculty to remain current in healthcare 

trends and nursing content. 

− Larger skills lab to accomodate a five (5) patient bay to meet BVNPT required standards for 

30 students (6 students per patient unit/bay). 

− Simulation Lab expansion to include multiple patients to increase scenarios on time 

management and prioritization skills.   

− Fund Simulation Liaison to oversee the NCC simulation lab which has been integrated into 

all three semesters and encompasses lifespan and diversity issues.   

− Updated and/or new equipment for lecture demonstration and student practice.  
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− Purchase an electronic healthcare record program for students through all semesters of the 

program as this will be instituted in all healthcare facilities students will rotate to for patient 

care clinicals.    

− Continue to review skills kit content for currency, necessity and cost of supplies.  It is 

important to have students purchase a kit (materials fee) that is usable and supports the 

course objectives. 

− Continued purchase of National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) Program Report 

data. 

− Update content specific instructional media as indicated throughout SLOs. 

 

VI. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT/FORECASTING  

The following is a brief description of the nursing program’s forecasting elements and support 

efforts to continue to meet course and program outcomes: 

Levels or delivery of support services 

 

New support services that could benefit all nursing and allied health students would be a 

process on campus to complete required pre-program physical examination and proof of 

immunity requirements, American Heart Association Healthcare Provider CPR certification 

during the summer prior to admission.   

 

The nursing program will continue to collaborate with the following college departments to 

best serve the nursing students as they prepare to apply for the program, complete nursing 

courses within the program, successfully apply and pass their licensure examination and obtain 

timey employment in the field: 

− Counseling to provide academic advisement to pre-RN applicants.    

− Admissions & Records to assure selection criteria and the application process is efficient, 

accurate and consistent for all applicants.   

− Work with Research to evaluate selection criteria and evaluate student success and 

retention in the program.   

− Foundation to promote and maintain community partnerships and donor relations. 

 

Facilities changes: 
The LVN program classroom and skills lab has been moved four times since its original placement in 

N2407.  The LVN classroom, including all equipment, skill supplies and lecture demonstrations, was 

moved to the San Luis Obispo Campus during summer 2009 as a cost savings for college by not using 

facilities on North County Campus.  After the summer semester, the program relocated back to North 

County Campus in Paso Robles for the final two semesters of the program.   A similar move occurred in 

summer 2010 to the N2000 building to support college cost savings.  In 2011, the program was moved 

into N2409 for increased square footage and improved room arrangement for 30 LVN students and 

instructional needs.  In fall 2011 the LVN Program again was moved this time into Science lab N2409 for 

increased square footage and improved room arrangement for 30 LVN students and instruction needs.  

In 2013, the program was again moved to align the program and the division with current College long 

term planning - this time relocating back to the challenging smaller quarters of N2407.   
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The LVN program needs a dedicated classroom that can accommodate 30 students for 8 hour lecture 

days, and a skills lab that can accommodate the same number of students with 5 patient bays to 

practice nursing skills with large equipment and skills practice supplies.   Simulation has been integrated 

into all semesters of the program and is in need of a room with adequate storage and debriefing room 

when N1013 modular is removed.   

 

Office space is required for full and part-time faculty and the program director.   Currently the 

part-time faculty share with part-time faculty from other disciplines who occasionally overlap.  

This is not conducive to student office hours.   

 

Staffing projections: 

− Simulation lab faculty and Liaison to oversee simulation.  

− Full-time clerical support. 

− Additional faculty in the skills lab to support 30 students practicing skills at the same 

time.  Currently 2 faculty members are assigned in the skills lab, and this number should 

be 3 or 4 to meet BVNPT recommendations for optimal student learning.   

− It is projected that 1 full-time LVN faculty will retire within the next 1 – 2 years.   

 

Strategies for responding to the predicted budget and FTES target for the next academic year: 

− Evaluate community need to determine the best number of students to admit annually 

into the LVN program.     

− Preserve on-going financial support from community partners who currently provide 

funding for clinical faculty and operational needs.  

− Work closely with the foundation to maintain community partnerships to remain 

current in healthcare trends and technology.   

− Consider renting IV infusion and other skills/sim lab equipment rather than purchase 

costly equipment that outdates frequently, and that reflects what sudents will utilize in 

the clinical setting.   

− Continue to review skills kit content for currency, necessity and cost of supplies.  It is 

important to have students purchase a kit (materials fee) that is usable and supports the 

course objectives.   Materials fees are adjusted every 2 years (odd years) because the 

cost of supplies from the vendors is unpredictable.   

− Consider developing simulation course for the LVN curriculum (pass/fail) when college is 

needing to grow FTES 

− Evaluate possibility of CPR classes that nursing students need prior to beginning the 

program. 
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END NOTES  

The LVN program recently received program reapproval to continue to offer LVN education 

through April 2019.   This reapproval process involved an extensive self study written by the 

LVN faculty and program review conducted by the Board of Vocational Nursing and 

Psychiatric Technicians (BVNPT).   

The BVNPT commended the LVN program for its current LVN licensure pass rate that is 24% 

above the state average annual pass rate.  Student’s performance on the NCLEX test has 

always been used as a means to objectively evaluate program success and effectiveness.  I 

NCLEX first time pass rates have maintained or improved, despite a drop in the national and 

state average with recent changes to the test blueprint.  First time pass rates over the last 

four years have consistently improved from a low of 73% (2011) to a high of 96% (2014).     

The program has also been commended for its retention rate above 90% for the past four 

years.   

Both of these statistics are represented in the table below. 

 

Class 
Year 

NCLEX 
1st test 
Pass 
Rate 

On time 
Program 
Retention 
Rate 

2011 73% 93% 

2012 84% 93% 

2013 92% 90% 

2014 96% 90% 

 

The following documents conclude this CPPR for the LVN 2015-2016 program and may be 

referenced on the following pages:     

− Licensed Vocational Nursing (LVN)  Course Assessment and Evaluation Cycle Calendar 

− Licensed Vocational Nursing (LVN)  Course Assessment and Evaluation Cycle Calendar 

− LVN Program Assessment 

− LVN Course Assessments 
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Licensed Vocational Nursing (LVN)  Course Assessment and Evaluation Cycle Calendar  

SEMESTER 
Spring 

2015 

Summer 

2015 
Fall 2015 

Spr 

2016 

SUM 

2016  

FALL 

2016 

Spring 

2017 

Summer 

2017 
Fall 2017 

Spring 

2018 

Summer 

2018 

Fall 

2018 

Spring 

2019 

ASSESSMENT OR RE-

ASSESSMENT  

DATA COLLECTED 

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

103          

103A           

103B         

refer to 

Assessment 

Tools 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B     

refer to 

Assess

ment 

Tools 

LVN           

103          

103A           

103B         

refer to 

Assess

ment 

Tools 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assess

ment 

Tools 

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

refer to 
Assessment 

Tools 

LVN           

103          

103A           

103B         

refer to 

Assessment 

Tools 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

103          

103A           

103B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assess

ment 

Tools 

  

ANALYZE RESULTS & 

PROGRAM 

IMPROVEMENT 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

refer to 

Assessment 

Tools 

LVN           

103          

103A/L           

103B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assess

ment 

Tools 

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

refer to 

Assess

ment 

Tools 

LVN           

103          

103A/L           

103B         

refer to 

Assess

ment 

Tools 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assessmen

t Tools 

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

refer to 

Assessment 

Tools 

LVN           

103          

103A/L           

103B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

refer to 

Assessme

nt Tools 

LVN           

103          

103A/L           

103B         

refer to 

Assess

ment 

Tools 

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B         

refer to 

Assessment 

Tools 

PLAN 

IMPLEMENTATION 
  

  LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B        

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

LVN           

103          

103A           

103B         

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B        

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

LVN           

103          

103A          

103B         

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B        

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B         

LVN           

103          

103A           

103B         

LVN           

101          

101A/L           

101B        

LVN           

102          

102A/L           

102B          
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Licensed Vocational Nursing (LVN)  PROGRAM ASSESSMENT and EVALUATION CYLCE CALENDAR ANNUALLY 

SEMESTER 
Spring 

2015 

Summer 

2015 
Fall 2015 

Spr 

2016 
SUM 2016  FALL 2016 

Spring 

2017 

Summer 

2017 
Fall 2017 

Spring 

2018 

Summer 

2018 
Fall 2018 

SPR 

2019 

ASSESSMENT 

OR RE-

ASSESSMENT  

 Class of 

2014 

Send out 

1. Alumni 

Survey  

2. Employee 

Survey  

 

Class 2015 

Program 

Surveys 

completed           

 NCSBN-

NCLEX 

Progra

m 

Report  

Recv’d 

Class 

2015  

 

 

Class of 

2015 

Send out 

1. Alumni 

Survey  

2. 

Employee 

Survey  

 

Class 2016 

Program 

Surveys 

completed           

 NCSBN-

NCLEX 

Progra

m 

Report  

Recv’d 

Class 

2016   
CTER 

DUE          

          

Class of 

2016 

Send out 

1. Alumni 

Survey  

2. 

Employee 

Survey  

 

Class 2017 

Program 

Surveys 

completed           

  NCSBN-

NCLEX 

Program 

Report  

Recv’d 

Class 

2017           

Class of 

2016 

Send out 

1. Alumni 

Survey  

2. 

Employee 

Survey  

 

Class 

2017 

Program 

Surveys 

complete

d             

BVNPT 

Re-approval 

must be 

prepared; 

Submitted 

by Jan 2019 

NCSBN-

NCLEX 

Program 

Report  

Recv’d 

Class 

2018    

 

CPPR 

DUE  

  

 CTE DUE                

ANALYZE 

RESULTS & 

PROGRAM 

IMPROVEMEN

T 

   

Analysis & 

Discussion  class 

of 2014 

Results: 

1. Alumni 

Survey       

 2. Employee 

Survey       

 3. NCLEX-PN   

trends               

4. NCSBN-NCLEX 

Program Report            

5. Program 

Survey 

    Analysis & 

Discussion  

class of 

2015 

Results: 

1. Alumni 

Survey       

2. 

Employee 

Survey       

3. NCLEX-

PN   

trends              

4. NCSBN-

NCLEX 

Program 

Report            

5. 

Program 

Survey  

  

 

Analysis & 

Discussion  

class of 

2016 

Results: 

1. Alumni 

Survey        

2. Employee 

Survey        

3. NCLEX-PN   

trends              

4. NCSBN-

NCLEX 

Program 

Report            

5. Program 

Survey         

5. Program 

Survey 

    

Analysis & 

Discussion  

class of 

2017 

Results: 

1. Alumni 

Survey       

 2. 

Employee 

Survey        

3. NCLEX-PN   

trends              

4. NCSBN-

NCLEX 

Program 

Report            

5. Program 

Survey 

  

PLAN 

IMPLEMENTATION 
  

    
Implement changes   

    
Implement changes   
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CTE completed every 2 years           

CPPR completed every 4 years        

Process for PLOs (Assessment--Analysis--Implementation) IS ON AN ANNUAL CYCLE  As of Fall 2014: FALL--SPRING--SUMMER PROGRAM 

 

Notes for developing the calendar:        

   • Maintain realistic goals.  The assessment cycle calendar should have reachable timelines, considering faculty workload, classroom time needed for assessment, and 

the inevitable adjustments and improvements in assessment tools and methodology.  

   • All courses, degrees and programs do need to be assessed at least once per program review cycle.   

   • Not all SLOs have to be assessed every semester. 

   • Assessment activities don’t need to occur every semester 
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(kept in the department files and maintained by pro gram faculty) 

 
         CERTIFICATE X 

PROGRAM NAME C.A.    Nursing, Licensed Vocational N urse (LVN)   REVIEW DATE: FALL 2014 (FOR CLASS OF 2013)  
  
Goals of the LVN Program:   

1. Students are able to obtain licensure/certification and pursue a career in nursing. 
2. Student can safely facilitate optimal health for individuals, families and groups as a novice vocational nurse. 

 
Upon completion of the Program, the student will be able to: 

OUTCOME 

MAPPING 
Course # 

that 
correlates to 
the outcome  

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below – 

Instruments are in the 
Division Files) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
(Student Evaluations; Revisions to 

the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

1. Demonstrate effective 
verbal and written 
communication in the 
clinical setting. 

 

101, 101A, 
101 AL, 
101B, 102, 
102A, 102 
AL, 102B, 
103, 103A, 
103 AL, 103B 

a. Program Student Survey 
reflects “adequate” and“ 
outstanding” @ 85%  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Employer Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” and 
“satisfied” 
Benchmark @ 85%   
 
 
 

a. Student program survey: 
Therapeutic 
• 19% Adequate 
• 81% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• =100% 
With Healthcare Team 
• 22% Adequate 
• 78% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 
Written 
• 22% Adequate 
• 74% Outstanding 
•   4% Poor 
• = 100% 

b. Employer surveys 
Therapeutic 
• 50% Very Satisfied 
• 50% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

a. Benchmark met 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Benchmark met. We’ve worked on 
ways to increase survey response by 
talking to facilities, last year we had 0 
responses, this year we had two.  We’ll 
continue to try and generate more 
responses. 
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OUTCOME 

MAPPING 
Course # 

that 
correlates to 
the outcome  

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below – 

Instruments are in the 
Division Files) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
(Student Evaluations; Revisions to 

the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

c. Alumni Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” and 
“satisfied” Benchmark 
@85%   

 

With Healthcare Team 
• 100% Very Satisfied 
• 0% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 
Written (no survey question) 

c. Therapeutic 
• 60% Very Satisfied 
• 40% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 
With Healthcare Team 
• 80% Very Satisfied 
• 20% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 
Written (no survey question) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Benchmark met.  Alumni survey 

comment, “I think it would be great to 
have two teachers during clinicals.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Apply critical thinking 

when making patient 
care decisions 
utilizing the nursing 
process. 
 
 

ALL a. NCLEX test results 
Benchmark @ 85% 
 

 
b.   Program Student Survey  

reflects “adequate” and 
“outstanding” Benchmark 
@ 85%    

 
 
 
 
 

 a.  27 graduates, 1 no test;   
24 of 26 passed first time for 92%.  1 
of those 2 passed on a 2nd attempt, 
the other has yet to retest. 
b.   Student program survey: 

• 19% Adequate 
• 81% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

      Simulation 
• 15% Adequate 
• 85% Outstanding 

a. NCSBN NCLEX is still valuable in the 
curriculum/total program review, but for 
the purpose of CPAS, we’ll look at 
Kaplan results which are simpler to 
understand and match the PLO’s better. 
b. Benchmark met. 
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OUTCOME 

MAPPING 
Course # 

that 
correlates to 
the outcome  

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below – 

Instruments are in the 
Division Files) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
(Student Evaluations; Revisions to 

the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

 
c.  Employer Survey reflects  

“very satisfied” and 
“satisfied” Benchmark @ 
85%   
  

d. Alumni Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” and 
“satisfied” 
Benchmark @ 85%   

• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

c. Employer Survey Responses 
• 50% Very Satisfied 
• 50% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

d.   Alumni Survey responses. 
• 50% Very Satisfied 
• 50% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

 
 
 
c. Benchmark met. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d. Benchmark met. 
 
 
 

3. Implement safe and 
ethical patient care.  
 

ALL a.   Program Student survey  
reflects “adequate” and 
“outstanding” Benchmark 
@ 85%    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a. Student program survey: 
      Safely w/confidence 

• 26% Adequate 
• 74% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

Administer meds safely 
• 15% Adequate 
• 85% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

 Responsible nursing practice 
•   7% Adequate 
• 93% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

      Ethical/Legal Concepts 
• 26% Adequate 
• 74% Outstanding 

a.  Benchmark met 
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OUTCOME 

MAPPING 
Course # 

that 
correlates to 
the outcome  

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below – 

Instruments are in the 
Division Files) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
(Student Evaluations; Revisions to 

the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Employer Survey reflects  

“very satisfied”  
Benchmark @ 85%   
 
 
 

c.   Alumni Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” and 
“satisfied” Benchmark @ 
85%   

 

• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

      Ethical principals 
• 11% Adequate 
• 89% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

      LVN scope of practice 
• 15% Adequate 
• 85% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

b.  Employer survey: 
• 100% Very Satisfied 
• 0% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

c. Alumni Survey 
• 80% Very Satisfied 
• 20% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b. Benchmark met. 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Benchmark met. 

a. Apply age appropriate 
concepts when 
providing nursing 
care. 

 

ALL a.   a. Program Student survey  
Benchmark of “Adequate” or 
“Outstanding” @ 85%    

 b. Employer Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” and “satisfied” 
Benchmark @ 85%   
 
 

a. Student program survey: 
• 15% Adequate 
• 85% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

b.  Employer survey: 
• 100% Very Satisfied 
• 0% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 

a. Benchmark met. 
 
 
 
 
b. Benchmark met. 
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OUTCOME 

MAPPING 
Course # 

that 
correlates to 
the outcome  

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below – 

Instruments are in the 
Division Files) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
(Student Evaluations; Revisions to 

the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

 
 
c.   Alumni Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” and “satisfied” 
Benchmark @ 85%   

• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

c. Alumni Survey 
• 80% Very Satisfied 
• 0% Satisfied 
• 20% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

 
 
c. Benchmark met.  Alumni survey 
comment, “Much of our class seemed 
spent on the geriatric community.  More 
hands on experience in pediatrics would 
be beneficial for sure.” 
 

c. Apply cultural 
sensitivity while 
providing patient 
care. 

All a.   Program Student survey  
Benchmark of “Adequate” 
or “Outstanding” @ 85%    

 
 
b. Employer Survey reflects  

“very satisfied” &“satisfied” 
Benchmark @ 85%   
 
 
 
 

c.   Alumni Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” &“satisfied” 

Benchmark @ 85%   

a. Student program survey: 
• 15% Adequate 
• 85% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

b.  Employer survey: 
• 100% Very Satisfied 
• 0% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

c. Alumni Survey 
• 80% Very Satisfied 
• 0% Satisfied 
• 20% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

 

a. Benchmark met. 
 
 
 
 
b. Benchmark met.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Benchmark met.  This program was 
designed and remains committed to a 
community need in long-term care.  We 
have expanded our emphasis throughout 
the lifespan by means of simulation & 
critical thinking projects.  Acute care has 
very limited pediatrics, OB opportunities.  
 
Alumni survey comment, “I hope you 
implement IV/Blood therapy into your 
curriculum, it’s a necessity for future 
generations of LVN’s. 
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OUTCOME 

MAPPING 
Course # 

that 
correlates to 
the outcome  

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below – 

Instruments are in the 
Division Files) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
(Student Evaluations; Revisions to 

the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

6. Demonstrate basic 
leadership in nursing 
practice. 
 

 a.   Program Student survey  
Benchmark of “Adequate” 
& “Outstanding” @ 85%    

 
 

 b. Employer Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” and “satisfied” 
Benchmark @ 85%   

 
 
 

c.   Alumni Survey reflects  
“very satisfied” &“satisfied” 

Benchmark @ 85%   
 
 

a. Student program survey: 
• 30% Adequate 
• 70% Outstanding 
• 0% Poor 
• = 100% 

b.  Employer survey: 
• 100% Very Satisfied 
• 0% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• =100% 

c. Alumni Survey 
• 100% Very Satisfied 
• 0% Satisfied 
• 0% Dissatisfied 
• 0% Very Dissatisfied 
• 100% 

 

a. Benchmark met.  
 
 
 
 
b. Benchmark met. 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Benchmark met. Alumni survey 
comments, “Great program. When 
speaking with other LVN’s who attended 
another school I realized how fortunate I 
was to attend Cuesta’s program. I feel I 
had more practical experience which 
allows me to give higher quality care. I 
am beginning the RN program this year 
and am thankful to be attending another 
nigh quality Cuesta program.”  “I am very 
thankful to the program and to teachers 
who provided every opportunity to 
succeed and find my place in the nursing 
world.” 
 

DISCUSSION OF ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE & RESULTS & PLANS: Discussion took place at the December 18, 2014 Program Review Meeting with 2 full-
time, 1 contract, 1 part-time and 1 director present. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE: Referenced in the document. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

 
 ���� DEGREE 

  COURSE NAME LVN 101 Fundamental Nursing Theory   × CERTIFICATE  REVIEW DATE: 10/13  REVISED  
 
  Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below & Attach 

the Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
 (analysis of test question success, 

Student Evaluations) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE (Revisions to the Program based 

on results) 
 

1. Able to apply the current 
ethical and legal 
framework to nursing 
practice.  
 

a. Quizzes and responses to 
CPS “clicker” tools in 
class—individual student 
benchmark 70% 

b. Exams  benchmark 70% 
c. Student Survey of SLOs- 

benchmark 95% 
 

a) 2013: 20 questions on 3 quizzes; 6 
<75%. “Clicker” responses 85% 
accuracy- these are straight from 
text resources. 

b) 2013: 7 of 30 questions only 3 
<75% .  

c)  Surveys - 89%.  2 surveys absent.    

a) Summer 2013: continued the independent 
research paper and presentation in class on a 
legal case involving nursing malpractice. Well 
received by students and productive in terms of 
comprehension of actual application of concepts.  
b) Continue to offer 2-3 extra credit NCLEX style 
questions weekly as an incentive to read before 
class. The opportunity for extra credit points does 
improve preparation☺ 
c) No change- 5 students in this cohort  
consistently scored lower and had a more difficult 
time with learning all concepts. And this is a more 
complex learning objective. Instructor spent 1:1 
time with these students to facilitate learning. 

 
2. Identify normal function 
and most common 
deviations for body 
systems using models of 
health & wellness across 
the life span.  
 
 

a. Quizzes and responses 
to CPS “clicker” tools in 
class—individual student 
benchmark 70% 

b. Exams benchmark 70% 
c. Student Survey of SLOs- 

benchmark 95% 
 

a. Quizzes 2013: 5 of 50 questions 
<70%  = 90% success toward 
benchmark. “Clickers” 85%. 

b. Exams 2013: 9 of 50 <70% = 82% 
toward benchmark 
Midterm: 12/50 <70% = 76% 
Final 2013: 20 questions 91% 

c)   met benchmark 
 

2013 LVN101 was again co-taught by 2 instructors 
but 2nd instructor taught fewer topics. Not 
communicated as a problem for learning material or 
exam prep this year. 

3. Apply theories of growth & 
development to planning care. 

a. Quizzes and responses to 
CPS “clicker” tools in 
class—individual student 
benchmark 70% 

b. Exams  benchmark 70% 

benchmarks met no changes 
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c. Student Survey of SLOs- 
benchmark 95% 

 
4.Select and apply written, 
professional and therapeutic 
communication. 
 
 

a. Quizzes and responses to 
CPS “clicker” tools in 
class—individual student 
benchmark 70% 

b. Exams –   benchmark 70% 
c. Student Survey of SLOs- 

benchmark 95% 
Same 

a. met benchmark 
b. benchmark met 
c85% met Always or Very Often. 2 (6%) 
only rate as “Sometimes” and 3 
missing.  

Beginning therapeutic communication and 
documentation re definitely longer-term learning 
goals for some students. Perhaps benchmark 
should be lowered based upon level of difficulty 
of  concepts? 
Faculty agreed that 95% sets an unrealistic goal 
for student ratings. We will change to 85% in 
new SLOs  

5.  Apply critical thinking using 
nursing theory and nursing 
process to planning and 
implement patient care. 

a. Quizzes and responses to 
CPS “clicker” tools in 
class—individual student 
benchmark 70% 

b. Exams  benchmark 70% 
c. Student Survey of SLOs- 

benchmark 95% 
 

a.  met 
b. met 
c. met 
. 
 

From 2012: Will research tools to facilitate learning 
to approach critical thinking without adding an 
additional textbook. 
In 2013, added more practice questions and 
thinking problems to review sessions. 

6. Apply Caring Conceptual 
Framework and cultural 
competency to case studies 
and problems in class 
discussion. 

a. Quizzes and responses to 
CPS “clicker” tools in 
class—individual student 
benchmark 70% 

b. Exams  benchmark 70% 
c. Student Survey of SLOs- 

benchmark 95% 
 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
 

No changes indicated. 

Reviewed October 29, 2013 at faculty meeting:  6 faculty, Division Chair, and Director participate d.  An informal survey of students  in Class of 2014 indicated 
that Students still would prefer different instructors for 101 and 101A to help separate classes and concepts more clearly. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

 
   ���� DEGREE 

    COURSE NAME   LVN 101A (SKILLS THEORY) & LVN101 A-L(lab)**     × CERTIFICATE  REVIEW DATE NOVEMBER 2013  
**Course was split in 2011 into a lecture and a lab with no changes to curriculum or content but represent 2 separate course.   
     
 
    Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below & Attach the 

Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

1. Demonstrate ability to 
perform basic nursing care 
safely and efficiently.  
(101A-Lab) 

2. Explain rationale for steps 
and sequencing of nursing 
skills related to patient 
safety (LVN101A) 

d. Skill Evaluation-pass/fail 
e. Quizzes, CPS, Exams {Target is 

75% correct responses.} 
f. Student Survey {Desire 95% 

always &/or very often responses} 

a. 26 out of 30 passed 
return demonstrations 1st 
time 
b. met 
c. met 
 

a. No change in teaching strategies based on 
majority.  4 students were proctored 1:1 by lab 
instructors and 3 able to pass. The student who did 
never did complete a successful demonstration; 
failed LVN101A academically as well. 
b. no changes 
c. Faculty suggests reducing benchmark to 85% to 
more realistically reflect a normal distribution. 
 

3. Identify (101A) and 
demonstrate (101AL) 
competency in applying 
the nursing process and 
psychomotor skills to 
meeting the basic needs of 
clients (Elimination, 
Nutrition, Safety, Comfort, 
Psychological and Social).  

a. Class demonstration of skills 
b. Weekly Quizzes, exams & CPS 

“Clickers” {Target is 75% correct 
responses.} 

c. Student Survey {Desire 95% 
always &/or very often responses} 
 

 

a. 26 out of 30 passed 
return demonstrations 1st 
time 
b. met 
c. met 

a. No changes at this time. 
b. Faculty suggests reducing benchmark to 85% to 
more realistically reflect a normal distribution. 
c. no changes 
 

4. Apply concepts of 
appropriate 
communication to nursing 
care (verbal, therapeutic, 
written documentation). 

a. Class demonstration of skills 
b. Weekly Quizzes, exams, & clickers 
{Target is 75% correct responses.} 
c. Student Survey {Desire 95% 
always &/or very often responses} 
 

a. met 
b.  80% can answer 
multiple choice questions 
regarding appropriate 
choices of statements for 
documentation. 

a. Create better tools and incorporate more practice 
of basics of specialty communication skills.  

a) 2014: allocate some fac. Dev. hours to 
creating our own documentation “text” 

b) Will research purchase of electronic chart 
and charting tools to improve practice 
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c. not available opportunities before entering facilities. LTC 
is not mandated to go to electronic record 
for a few years. 

b. Ask more therapeutic communication NCLEX 
style questions on quizzes and exams with a 78% 
success on questions.   
c. Faculty suggests reducing benchmark to 85% to 
more realistically reflect a normal distribution. 
 

5. Recognize, value and 
apply caring framework 
and cultural competence to 
nursing practice. 

a.  Class demonstration of skills 
b. Weekly Quizzes, CPS, Exams 
{Target is 75% correct responses.} 
c.  Student Survey {Desire 95% 
always &/or very often responses} 
 

a. met 
b.85% accuracy in 
response to questions. 
c. met 

a. No changes recommended. 
b. No changes recommended. 
c. Faculty suggests reducing benchmark to 85% to 
more realistically reflect a normal distribution. 

6. Demonstrate ability to 
perform basic assessment 
of clients and identify 
deviations from normal. 

a.  Class demonstration of skills 
b. Weekly Quizzes, exams & clickers 
{Target is 75% correct responses.} 
c.  Student Survey {Desire 95% 
always &/or very often responses} 
 

a. 26 out of 30 passed 
return demonstrations 1st 
time 
b. Students achieved 76% 
correct responses on 
related questions. 
c. met 

a. No change recommended. 
b.  no change 
c.. Faculty suggests reducing benchmark to 85% to 
more realistically reflect a normal distribution. 

7.  Demonstrate basic 
competency in medication 
math. 

a. Weekly Quizzes, clickers & Final  
(100%) 
b. Final Exam 75%) 
c.  Student Survey {Desire 95% 
always &/or very often responses} 
 

a. 6 students had to 
remediate quizzes once, 3 
students twice, and 2 
students 3 times- with 
additional tutoring  
b. 86% answered math 
questions correctly in 
multiple choice format on 
the final. 
c.  met 

a. The 2012 prerequisite change to pre-algebra and 
collaboration with math instructor to create a short 
study guide for the ratio/proportion/percent/decimal 
calculations needed for safe medication 
calculations has improved our outcomes in this 
category. 
b. 97% pass (1 student failed) 
c. Faculty suggests reducing benchmark to 85% to 
more realistically reflect a normal distribution. 

 
At faculty meeting November 5 2013 with 5 faculty, DC, and Director present, MARY ANN AMBROSE presented Skills classes for discussion. In addition to 
SLO review, faculty also discussed student feedback (17% only “Somewhat agree”) on value of simulation and (24% “somewhat agree”) practice scenarios 
on lab day. Mary Ann sought more specific feedback from students to help clarify issues but only received 2 responses. The dissatisfaction appears to be 
based in some students not deriving additional learning from when students role play scenarios. Also in the role play preparation, too much time is lost and  
some students manage to not really contribute. Faculty agreed that in every cohort of students there are always some students who do not enjoy scenario 
work and role play. We will research alternative formats for applying  critical thinking to nursing skills as the new lesson plans are developed for Class of 2015 
in the new curriculum format. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

  ���� DEGREE 

COURSE NAME    LVN 101B     × CERTIFICATE  REVIEW DATE__DEC 2013________ 
 
Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 
(Describe Below & Attach the 

Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
 (Student Evaluations; Revisions to 

the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

1. Apply fundamental 
knowledge to physical, 
pathophysiological, 
social, spiritual and 
cultural needs of 
clients while providing 
care in the long-term 
care setting. 

g. Faculty discussion 
h. Tracking of clinical practice plans 

{benchmark for success = 1-2 plans 
for a specific deficiency that are 
resolved after remediation} 

i. Clinical evaluation tool  
j. Student Survey {Faculty chose as a 

benchmark of success any 
combination of “Always &/or “Very 
Often” of 95%} 

 

a. Faculty feels student level of 
comprehension of 
pathophysiology and medical 
diagnoses is quite variable, with a 
few students significantly lacking 
in A&P knowledge.  

b. Benchmark met 
c. b. Students were rated at level w/ 

2 who were borderline in this 
category. 

d. c. Benchmark met 

a. Prereq of BIO212 may be insufficient 
preparation. Many students take 205 which 
is just anatomy and it is accepted as 
equivalent. There has been some student 
feedback in all years that BIO212 does not 
prepare them adequately. We will  
1. survey this cohort for more data.  
2. revisit level of performance in LVN102B to 
see if improvement occurs with progression 
of program curriculum. 
(Perhaps we can discuss with biology 
instructors to create better focus on topics in 
BIO212 or consider changing prereq.) 
b. No changes recommended. 
c. No changes recommended. 
d. Faculty recommends adopting a more 
realistic 85% as the benchmark for student 
survey results. 

2. Apply the caring 
framework, nursing 
process & 
communication skills in 
the clinical setting to 
provide a safe and 
caring environment for 
clients.  

a. Faculty discussion 
b. Tracking of clinical practice plans 

{benchmark for success = 1-2 plans 
for a specific deficiency that are 
resolved after remediation} 

c. Clinical evaluation tool 
d. Student Survey {Faculty chose as a 

benchmark of success any 
combination of “Always &/or “Very 
Often” of 95%} 
 

a. Benchmark met  
b. no trends-  benchmark met 
c. met. 
d. Benchmark met 

a. Faculty would like to review all clinical 
research and nursing process tools in 
keeping with the new curriculum and 
timeliness of updating materials. Will 
schedule workshop activities for faculty to 
address before fall 2014 semester begins. 
b. No changes 
c. No changes recommended. 
d. Faculty recommends adopting a more 
realistic 85% as the benchmark for student 
survey results. 
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3. Adhere to legal & 
ethical principles within 
the VN Scope of 
Practice in providing 
care. 

a. Faculty discussion 
b. Tracking of clinical practice plans 

{benchmark for success = 1-2 plans 
for a specific deficiency that are 
resolved after remediation}  

c. Clinical evaluation tool  
d. Student Survey {Faculty chose as a 

benchmark of success any 
combination of “Always &/or “Very 
Often” of 95%} 
 

a. Faculty wants to develop more 
scenarios to illustrate application of 
this in the clinical setting. 
b. met 
c. All students met level. 
d. no data 

a. No changes recommended. 
b. No changes recommended. 
c. No changes recommended. 
d. Faculty recommends adopting a more 
realistic 85% as the benchmark for student 
survey results. 

4. Adhere to critical 
elements and perform 
selected skills safely and 
efficiently. 

a. Faculty discussion   
b. Tracking of clinical practice plans 
{benchmark for success = 1-2 plans for a 
specific deficiency that are resolved after 
remediation}  
c. Clinical evaluation tool 
d.  Student surveys {Faculty chose as a 
benchmark of success any combination of 
“Always &/or “Very Often” of 95%} 
 

a.  Faculty wants to develop enhanced 
tool for student comprehension of 
critical elements and evaluation 
criteria.  
b. Benchmark met  
c. all students met level 
d. Benchmark met 

a. In 2012:Have begun to emphasize and 
include critical elements in skill checklists. 
2013: Critical elements need to be 
updated and still better incorporated into 
skill sets. Faculty would like to review all 
clinical research and nursing process 
tools in keeping with the new curriculum 
and timeliness of updating materials. Will 
schedule workshop activities for faculty 
to address before fall 2014 semester  
begins . 
b. Faculty recommends more scrutiny in lab 
demonstration and hold back for more 
practice in lab before releasing to perform in 
clinical when students are not strong with 
skill. 
c. No changes recommended. 
d. Faculty recommends adopting a more 
realistic 85% as the benchmark for student 
survey results. 
2012:First oral medication administration 
performed last 2 weeks of clinical. Overall 
went well- objectives met. Students were 
prepared. Medication research in VERY 
fundamental state. 
2013: introduced oral medication  
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administration one week earlier and this 
did provide a stronger base in medication 
administration. New curriculum provides 
consistent 8 hour clinical days 
throughout program and fundamentals 
will be first part of a regular 18 week 
semester that will roll right into next 
levels of med admin.  

DEC 3 2013: 4 faculty & Director and Success Specialist reviewed this SLO. Data on facility satisfaction from students reflected some difficulties 
encountered at one facility with staff. We have not used that facility in second semester.  
Faculty concluded that Biweekly faculty meetings limited to 1 hour due to class time are currently not sufficient to review objectives and use of clinical 
paperwork and evaluation tool. Our heavy reliance on part time faculty, along with needing emergency hires for clinical has made thorough mentoring for 
consistency, etc., a huge challenge. We will have a 2nd FULL TIME instructor starting with Spring 14 semester- this should be a significant improvement in 
stability of faculty. Lead instructor has goal of creating a clinical instructor resource manual that will also assist in continuity and learning the tools. 
 
Faculty discussed 12/4/12: For consideration next round of curriculum changes would be to increase clinical units by 0.5 units in summer. This would nicely 
provide just enough extra time to reinforce learned skills AND to instill safety and research skills for medication administration soundly before Fall semester 
(see SLO # 4 above for follow up in 2013) 
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

 
���� DEGREE 

COURSE NAME    LVN 102 Fall 2013  ���� CERTIFICATE  REVIEW DATE__2/27/14 
 
Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
 (Student Evaluations; Revisions 
to the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

1. Prioritize patient 
needs & 
interventions for 
newborn, 
pediatric, labor 
delivery and adults 
in the acute care 
setting. 

a. Test #1 (OB)-benchmark 75% 
b. Test #2 (PEDs)- benchmark 

75% 
c. Test #3 (adult)- benchmark 

75% 
d. Final exam-benchmark 75% 
e. Student survey-benchmark 

75% (given to students wk 
16-17) 

 

a. 8 questions with a mean of 76%  
b. 2 questions with a mean of 91% 

c.   prioritization of care for individual 
acute changes in adults : 75% 
correct on most questions. Exception 
was2 questions related to  choosing 
between oxygenation/airway and 
safety as w/ bleeding or w/ poor 
safety awareness. 
d.  utilized questions:6,12,30, 
e.  92% of all students answered 
"always" or "very often" 

a. Overall meeting benchmark, although low 
scores noted on a question relating to caring 
for infants of diabetic mothers--spend more 
time on this topic in the future 

b. Met benchmark 
c. Met benchmark but will work on 

tools/scenarios to increase emphasis for 
priorities in acute changes of adults. 

d. Met benchmark 
e. Meeting benchmark. 2013:  However, there 

were handwritten comments from 60% of 
cohort regarding their frustration correlating 
reading assignments in mom/baby & peds 
with instructor materials due to differences. 
(Instructor did not agree with text on many 
parameters and did provide very current 
info.) This made test prep a challenge for 
students . Happily, we have found new text 
books for mom/baby and peds that instructor 
reports as better suited and more up to date 
on the subject matter.  The new texts will be 
used for Class of 2015. 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
 (Student Evaluations; Revisions 
to the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

2. Explain the 
common acute 
medical disorders  
And related 
nursing care  
across the 
lifespan. 

a. Test #1 (OB)-benchmark 75% 
b. Test #2 (PEDs)- benchmark 

75% 
c. Test #3 (adult)- benchmark 

75% 
d. Final exam-benchmark 75% 
e. Student survey-benchmark 

75% (given to students wk 
16-17) 

a.  8 questions with a mean of 
91% correct 
b.  18 questions with a mean of 
76% 
c.  75% or greater on questions 
achieved. 
d.  75% or greater on most 
questions. Less than 75% on 
Select All That Apply 
questions (SATAs).   
e.100% of all students answered 
"always" or "very often" 

 
 

a. Met benchmark 
b. Meeting benchmark.   
c. Benchmark met 
d. Will work to develop increasing time devoted 

to test taking skills with alternative format 
questions. Feedback from former students 
the last 2 years has been consistent in 
highlighting significant increase in number of 
SATAs on NCLEX!  Made the SATAs extra 
credit for this class. 

e. Meeting benchmark 

3. Identify normal 
and deviations of 
normal for 
assessment 
across the 
lifespan. 

a. Test #1 (OB)-benchmark 75% 
b. Test #2 (PEDs)- benchmark 

75% 
c. Test #3 (adult)- benchmark 

75% 
d. Final exam-benchmark 75% 
e. Student survey-benchmark 

75% (given to students wk 
16-17) 

 

a.11 questions with a mean of 82% 
correct 
b.3 questions with a mean of 97% 
correct 
c. majority of questions on adult 
quizzes and exams are designed to 
assess student recognition of 
deviations from normal in the acute 
patient and students scored high 
(>85% correct) for adult acute on 
these in single answer  multiple 
choice style questions 
d.  Question 16. Adult acute 
exceeded 75% correct responses. 
e.  100% of all students answered 
"always" or "very often" 

a.  Met benchmark readily.  
b.  Met benchmark--consider adding more 
difficult questions on future testing to challenge 
students in this area 
c.  Benchmark met 
d. Benchmark met. 
e.  Meeting benchmark 

4. Identify phases of 
growth and 
development as 
they relate to 

a. Test #1 (OB)-benchmark 75% 
b. Test #2 (PEDs)- benchmark 

75% 
c. Test #3 (adult)- benchmark 

a. 6 questions with a mean of 91% 
correct 

b. 6 questions with a mean of 88% 
c. Adult G&D questions at 75-90% 

a.  Met benchmark 
b.  Met benchmark 
c.  met 
d.  met 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
 (Student Evaluations; Revisions 
to the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

perinatal care, 
newborn, 
pediatric and 
adult acute care .   

75% 
d. Final exam-benchmark 75% 
e. Student survey-benchmark 

75% (given to students wk 
16-17) 

 

correct responses.  
d. question 17,18,19 peds- 75% or 

greater. Teen acute (2) were 
<75%.   

e. 100% of all students answered 
"always" or "very often" 

e.  Met benchmark 

Blue indicates changes to SLOs for 2012 
DISCUSSION OF ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE AND RESULTS AND PLANS:  Improvement in Student surveys in 2013 as compared to previous 
years.  The adult portion (2nd half) has been at the mercy of multiple part time instructors graciously agreeing to teach it the last few years and this does 
contribute to difficulty in consistency of attention material and test development.  The lead instructor took adult acute lectures this year and it was a 
beneficial for better aligning objectives and content as well as test materials.  New texts for Fundamentals and adult nursing are also going to be 
reviewed by faculty to see if we can find more updated and a text that is supported well by on line and other prep materials for the LVN student, as well 
as for the instructor. Elsevier’s texts have been sufficient, but  limited practice questions, even ease of access to on line support materials has been 
challenging for the students. 
This course will split in new curriculum: Adult acute will be first, then Mom/Baby last weeks. Pediatrics will be incorporated into weekly lecture in new 
Spring 102 curriculum and topics.. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

 
   ���� DEGREE 

COURSE NAME    LVN 102A LVN102AL**    ×CERTIFICATE REVIEW DATE:  MARCH 2014 
** Theory and Lab were separated into 2 classes for registration , but no changes to curriculum or content was done. 
 
Upon completion of these courses, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

1. Perform selected intermediate nursing 
skills safely and competently in a 
simulated skill lab. 

a.  Class demonstration (lab) 
b.  Student Survey Benchmark 
(90% Strongly Agree + Agree) 
 

a. 100% of students 
demonstrated competency of 
skills in the lab. tho 1 student 
struggled w multiple demo’s to 
reach safe performance. 
Ultimately WD when plan and 
probation for safey did not yield 
success..   
b. 100% 

a. increased from 2 to 4  
simulations continued (Neuro, 
medication critical thinking added 
to Perioperative &  pediatric patient 
with good feedback.  
Lab was all formally structured with 
activities created and directed entirely 
by instructors. 
c. 5 students commented that 

scenario work without skills 
practice and activity on some 
lab days was less than 
satisfying as a learning tool . 
Lab instructors will continue 
working to develop more action 
oriented activities and use 
scenario work to supplement 
learning skills such as  
documentation and nursing 
process applications that are 
essential to success in the highly 
regulated LTC environment in 
addition to hands-on  skills 
activities. Newer upgraded 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

manikins that will allow for more 
“hands-on” with skills are 
desireable and will be requested 
in the unit plan.  Instructors are 
also requesting items 
representative of skills in local 
facilities such as wound vac, 
CPAP machines.   
Space for setting up stations and 
activities for skills for 27-20 
students is lacking in N2407. A 
room that is larger by 1/3-1/2 
and has design elements for 
more work surfaces as well as 
student work space w/ ample 
storage for their large amount of 
stuff they must bring to class 
daily is much needed.  Storage 
space is ample but work space 
is NOT. 

2. Demonstrate competency and safety in 
medication administration, following the 
seven rights and critical elements for level 
II.  

a.  Class demonstration (lab) 
b.  TESTS (Lecture) (Benchmark 
75%) 
c.   Student Survey Benchmark 
(90% Strongly Agree + Agree) 
d. Kaplan predictor- using 
Pharmacology I predictor exam at 
end of this semester 
 
 

a.   100% of students 
demonstrated competency of 
med admin in the lab. 1 student 
struggled w multiple demo’s to 
reach safe performance w med 
routes and safety. Ultimately WD 
when plan and probation for 
safey did not yield success..   
b. NCLEX style questions and 
math problems benchmark met. 
4 students required assist from 
Success Specialist to bring test 
grades to 75%. Initial med 
classification questions had 

a. Students performed all medication 
skills adequately in lab and were able 
to access skills in first acute care 
rotations because they were prepared 
for them. 
b.. No one was held back from 
starting med admin.  Instructor notes 
that mastery of medication 
classifications, which is essential to 
NCLEX Success, was challenging. 
Will redesign tools med class 
monographs) and application 
exercises to strengthen learning in 
this area.  
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

several <75% results.  Pharm I 
Kaplan test met national 
benchmark. Related test 
questions otherwise were 
adequate and scores adequate. 
c. 100% 
d. Pharm I (Jan 28, 2014) is med 
administration skills:National 
Norm = 76%. Students scored 
80.1%. But Pharm II (2/13/14) 
which is med specific questions, 
national norm = 54% and cohort 
= 53.5% 

c. no changes 
d. will continue to enhance 
pharmacology and medication 
classification learning as NCLEX puts 
great emphasis to measure safety on 
this area of nursing performance. 

3. Anticipate & recognize both common  
alterations and abnormals of physiological 
status for adult acute, pre and post 
operative patient, perinatal, newborn and 
pediatric patient and then apply critical 
thinking to maintain patient safety. 
 
NEW wording in 2012 for LAB: I am able 
to apply critical thinking skills and 
verbalize plan of care for pre and post 
operative patient, maternal-child, and 
pediatric patient in simulated skills lab. 
 
2014 new wording for skills 
theory(LVN102A) : Anticipate and 
recognize alterations from normal and 
collect essential data and select 
interventions to maintain patient safety for 
mom/newborn, pediatric,and surgical 
patients. 

a.  Class demonstration 
b.  TESTS (Benchmark 75%) 
c.  Student Survey Benchmark 
(90% Strongly Agree + Agree) 
 

a. met. This cohort handled the 
increased level of critical thinking 
incorporated into simulation 
scenarios well.  
b. met. 
c. 1 student marked 
“Sometimes” but benchmark met 
with 27/28 Strongly Agree + 
Agree’s. 

a. In LVN102A, instructor continues 
to utilize cases, clicker NLCEX style 
questions, and student examples 
form clinical experiences to relate 
material to the practical.  Pediatric 
assessments (2 done in clinical and 2 
done for 102A) continue to yield 
improved results in student 
comprehension of needs of pediatric 
client. 
b. WE will choose new text books for 
mom/baby, peds, adult and 
fundamental skills with newer info 
and improved electronic tools 
resources that students and faculty 
can use for the CLASS of 2015 and 
new curriculum order. 
d. no changes 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

4. Apply nursing process to most needs of 
clients in a variety of settings across the 
lifespan. 

a.  Class demonstration 
b.  TESTS (Benchmark 75%) 
c.  Student Survey Benchmark 
(90% Strongly Agree + Agree) 
d.Kaplan integrated testing used 
December 4 to measure 
application of G&D to life span, 
etc. 
 

a. met. 
b. met  
c. 1 students marked 
“Sometimes” but benchmark met 
at 27  of 28 “Strongly Agree + 
Agree” 
d. DEVELOPING FAMILY 
(12/4/13): National norm was 
65%. Cohort was 64.4%  
Gerontology (1/22/14) 
NATIONAL NORM 
62%.COHORT = 65.4% 

a. Enhanced scenarios and case 
studies for G& D helpful. Will 
continue. Acquisition of more 
electronic interactive tools for skill 
building (critical thinking, 
documentation, even more complex 
skill sets such as trach care) is a goal. 
b. no changes 
c. no changes 
d. New curriculum BLENDS pediatrics 
with all ages for LVN102 and 
LVN102A coverage of body systems 
and nursing theory. This should 
increase retention and application of 
G&D for all ages to nursing practice.  

5. Demonstrate ability to value and apply 
tenets of caring framework to nursing care 
ethically and with cultural competence.   

a.  Class demonstration 
b.  TESTS (Benchmark 75%) 
c.   Student Survey Benchmark 
(90% Strongly Agree + Agree”) 
 

a. met in all scenarios 
b. met 
c. met 

a. Culture/diversity game or 
application tool that could be used  
to enhance learning is still a goal.   
b. met 
c. no changes 

 
DISCUSSION OF ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE & RESULTS & PLAN S: Course SLO Presentation/Faculty Dialogue took place at LVN faculty 
meeting on March 13 2014 for a 15 minute presentation and provided evaluative feedback and suggestions:.  Attendance: 2 FT and 2 PT faculty, 1 
director. , 1 division chair, success Specialist. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE:   Presenter revised plan to include any feedback that may improve the course.   Suggestions/Comments:  
Suggestions for change are found in the last column. 
 
We will repeat the evaluation and discussion of Course SLOs yearly.   
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

             ���� DEGREE 

COURSE NAME    LVN 102B    × CERTIFICATE  REVIEW DATE    MAY 2014 FOR FALL 2013 
 
Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
 (Student Evaluations; Revisions 
to the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

1. Demonstrate knowledge of normal 
and abnormal growth development 
in planning and providing care. 

a. Faculty evaluation of weekly  
student data collection and 
interpretation 

b. Mid semester and end of 
semester clinical evaluation by 
faculty 

c. Practice plans 
d. Student Survey (goal = 85% 

*Always + Very Often responses 
 

a. All at level 
b. All at level 
c. none 
d. Met goal at 100%. 
 

a. No changes 
b. PEDS will move to Spring in 

2014. Will continue 2 younger 
plus 2 pediatric assessments for 
teens. Use development of 
simulation exercises to promote 
understanding of younger 
patients as opportunities in 
clinical are less frequent. 

c. No changes 
d. No changes 
 

2. Demonstrate the ability to safely 
administer medications by following 
the seven rights of medication 
administration and level II critical 
elements.  

a. Faculty evaluation of weekly  
student data collection and 
interpretation 

b. Mid semester and end of 
semester clinical evaluation by 
faculty 

c. Practice plans 
d. Student Survey (goal = 85% 

Always + Very Often responses 
 

a. A few students took longer to 
develop a routine with safety 
checks and 7 rights. 

b. Mid semester at level except for 
1 on continued plan. All passed 
final evaluation. 

c. One student probation and 
failure 

d. Goal met at 100%. 
 

a. No changes 
b. Faculty noted trend of weakness 

(but at level by mid-semester) in 
describing major side effects of 
drug classifications in 2012 but 
this cohort did not have this 
issue. Greater emphasis on tools 
and drills in skills class were 
implemented.  

c. No changes. There were no plans 
for missed ID this year.  

d.   No changes 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
 (Student Evaluations; Revisions 
to the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

3. Apply the caring framework, nursing   
process & communication skills 
(including therapeutic) in all patient care 
settings. 

a. Faculty evaluation of weekly  
student data collection and 
interpretation 

b. Mid semester and end of 
semester clinical evaluation by 
faculty 

c. Practice plans 
d. Student Survey (goal = 85% 

Always + Very Often responses 
 

a. A few students noted to have 
difficulty interacting in 
therapeutic manner (care was 
excellent and all other 
communications skills were 
adequate). 

b. All at level 
c. One plan for improving team 

communication. 
d. Goal met at 100%. 

a. NEED FACULTY DISCUSSION 
b. No change 
c. No change 
d. No change 
 
2013: Faculty would like to see 
stronger charting skills by end of Fall. 
Can we purchase or create more 
tools to learn charting? 
2014: We are looking at some form of 
simulated charting as students will 
spend half the time in acute care 
where they learn electronic charting 
currently. LTC WILL be meeting 
mandate to go electronic in next 2 
years, so we will look for a product 
that facilitates learning. From “a” 
above : Did faculty feel practice 
charting in clinical was meeting 
objectives last Fall in all settings? 

4. Demonstrate the ability to perform 
specific patient care skills safely & 
efficiently, adhering to level II critical 
elements, legal & ethical principles 
within the LVN Scope of Practice. 

a. Faculty evaluation of weekly  
student data collection and 
interpretation 

b. Mid semester and end of 
semester clinical evaluation by 
faculty 

c. Practice plans 
d. Student Survey (goal = 85% 

Always + Very Often responses 
 

a. Consistent weakness at 
incorporating metabolic 
evaluation r/t labs (expected at 
this level) 

b. Reports from faculty indicated 
progression to proficiency by 
mid and end of semester 
evaluations except for one 
student who remained on 
remediation plan entire semester 
with slow progress but at level in 
end. 

c. At level. 
d. Met goal at 100%  

a. Develop for early weeks pre and 
post conference “games or 
exercises to emphasize labs r/t 
weekly topics from class.  

b. Faculty will look at revising critical 
elements and evaluation too 
format to make meeting level 
objectives easier to see and 
evaluate (& ease the self eval of 
students) 

c. No changes 
d. No changes 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  ASSESSMENT(S) 
 (Student Evaluations; Revisions 
to the Program based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

5. Demonstrate ability to apply critical 
thinking and nursing process 
appropriately in increasing complex 
situations. 

a. Faculty evaluation of weekly  
student data collection and 
interpretation 

b. Mid semester and end of 
semester clinical evaluation by 
faculty 

c. Practice plans 
d. Student Survey (goal = 85% 

Always + Very Often responses 
 

a. Faculty rate students at level 
b. Progress noted in all students 
(except one who remained on a 
remediation plan all semester)) 
c. One student on plan- and went to 
probation: WD. 
d. goal met at 100% 
 

a. 2013: Faculty would like to see 
greater progress in students 
developing a plan of care that is 
individual and addresses priorities 
Faculty needs to evaluate what is 
most current approach to care 
planning- should we be updating and 
improving anything for LVN scope 
and contributing to plan of carce? 
b. as above. 
c. No changes. 
d. No changes. 

NON-SLO survey Results tallied by 
facility: 

a. Instructor accessibility 
b. Chart availability for research 

and work 
c. Staff attitude 
d. Orientation as prep for care 

Benchmark we want is 85% for these 
items? 

ACUTE           LTC 
a. 81.5              93% 
b. 77.8              93% 
c. 52%              85% 
d. 81.5%           93% 
 

Faculty needs to discuss and find 
solutions to the degree of negative 
experience students seem to have in 
acute care.  In new curriculum- acute 
care rotations are first part of Spring 
semester… 

 
DISCUSSION OF ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE & RESULTS & PLAN S: Course SLO Presentation/Faculty Dialogue took place at LVN faculty 
meeting on Spring 2014 Last faculty meeting, May 28 for a 15 minute presentation and provided evaluative feedback and suggestions:.  Attendance: 2 
FT and _ PT faculty and 1 director.  
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE:   Presenter revised plan to include any feedback that may improve the course.   Suggestions/Comments:  
Suggested changes to the objectives to reflect course expectations 
 
We will repeat the evaluation and discussion of Course CPASs yearly.   
 
* = group recommendation to lower benchmark to 85% from 95%  responses of “Always plus “Very Often” as more realistic goal in 2013. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

 
    ���� DEGREE 

COURSE NAME    LVN 103      × CERTIFICATE  REVIEW DATE_SEPTEMBER 2014  
 
Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

3. Prioritize care for patients 
with chronic illness and 
multiple self-care deficits 
including community health 
resources. 

a.  Quizzes & exams(75% 
benchmark/trigger ) 

b.  Final exam (75%benchmark ) 
c.  Student Survey- (85% at ALWAYS and 

ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 

a. met 
b. met 
c. 96% always or almost always      

a-c. no significant change indicated 
  
 

4. Apply gerontological 
principles to the care of the 
older adult. 

a.  Quizzes & exams(75% benchmark) 
b.  Final exam (75% benchmark) 
c.  Student Survey- (85% at ALWAYS and 

ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 

a. met 
b. met 
c. 85% always or almost always      

a-b. no change indicated. The newly 
hired nursing instructor plans to 
attend the CVNE conference in 
October 2014, and learn how to 
format NCLEX style test questions. 
c. New hire instructor – learning the 
academic process. Attended a CVNE 
conference in April 2014 that 
provided helpful information about 
“flipping” the classroom, which utilizes 
student –to-student learning 
experiences.  

5. Apply principles of 
leadership, delegation, and 
team approach in the long 
term care setting. 

a.  Quizzes & exams(75% benchmark) 
b.  Final exam (75% benchmark ) 
c.  Student Survey- (85% at ALWAYS and 

ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 

a. met 
b. met 
c. 85% always or almost always      

a. no significant change indicated 
b. no change indicated 
c. New hire instructor – learning the 
academic process. Attendance to a 
CVNE conference in April 2014 
provided helpful information about 
“flipping” the classroom, and 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

engaging students in peer-to-peer 
learning. 

6. Explain medications and 
nonpharmacological 
treatments for chronic 
disease in the older adult 
population. 

a.  Quizzes & exams(75% benchmark) 
b.  Final exam (75% benchmark) 
c.  Student Survey- (85% benchmark at 

ALWAYS and ALMOST ALWAYS 
responses) 

a. met 
b. met 
c. 85% always or almost always      

a. no change 
b. no change 
c. 2013: 3 students expressed” 
sometimes.” This reflects the honesty 
of the SVN.  Coincidently, this 
number of students correlates with 
the same number of students that 
required remediation and assistance 
from the Success Specialist 
throughout the program. These 
students had identified individual 
student learning needs. 
 

7. Correlate nutritional needs, 
pertinent labs and 
diagnostics, nursing care, 
treatment plans and for 
patients with more complex 
chronic medical and 
psychiatric problems in 
facility and community 
based care settings.  
 

a.  Quizzes & exams(75% benchmark) 
b.  Final exam (75% benchmark) 
c.  Student Survey-(85% at ALWAYS and 

ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 

a. met 
b. met 
c. __81___% always or almost 
always       

a-b.  no changes required. 
c.  Upon analysis, not meeting 
benchmark may be in part related to 
a brand new nursing instructor with 
minimal experience teaching in the 
academic setting. The new instructor 
attended a CVNE conference in April 
2014 and found the information very 
helpful particularly about “flipping” the 
classroom, and engaging student –to-
student learning experiences. 
Lab test results seem to be one 
subject that students tend to put an 
extra amount of focus on thinking that 
they should “know the labs,” and I 
suspect that this CPAS may be a bit 
too all inclusive – perhaps see what 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

happens if  the phrase “pertinent 
labs,” was changed in the wording of 
this CPAS. 
 
 

Presented on 12/4/14 at Faculty Meeting with 4 LVN faculty in attendance, the Department Secretary and the Success Specialist. The Spring 2015 LVN 
103 course has new content due to LVN Program curriculum change implemented 08/2014, therefore it will have new outcomes. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

 
                 ���� DEGREE 

COURSE NAME      LVN 103A      LVN103AL                                               ×CERTIFICATE  REVIEW DATE___OCTOBER 2014 
              
(review month changed r/t change in curriculum and no classes this summer so faculty not available to review till this FALL 2014) 
 
Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

8. Demonstrate and perform advanced 
nursing skill safely and competently in a 
skills lab utilizing all critical elements. 
 

a.  Class demonstration 
b. 75% of students answer NCLEX 
style questions related to skills in 
LVN103A correctly  
c.  Predictor tests from Kaplan 
addressing current skills (65% per 
Kaplan) 
d. Student Surveys (95% at very 
satisfied + satisfied responses. 

a. all 27 students passed 
demonstrations in 103AL in 
more complex scenarios that 
required application of skills to 
more complex situations.  
b. 91% answered skill related 
questions correctly 
c. NA- no specific skills 
questions are analyzed. 
d. 100% 

a-d. benchmarks met. 
 
2014: In the new curriculum, 
LVN103A only summer 2015. There 
will be no separate lab for this short, 
5 week course. 
 
 

9. Explain rationale and decision making 
for more complex client care scenarios 
related to the chronic disease, mental 
health and geriatric patient, including 
pharmacological and 
Nonpharmacological treatments. 
(Assessment, communication with 
health care team, documentation are 
elements of the complexity) 

a.  Class demonstration 
b. exams ((“1B”: 75% of students 
answered NCLEX style questions 
related to skills in LVN103A 
correctly) 
c. Predictor tests from Kaplan (65% 
per Kaplan) 
d. Student Surveys (95% at very 
satisfied + satisfied responses. 
 

a. all 27 students passed 
demonstrations in103AL lab. 
b.<75% answered NCLEX style 
exam questions correctly  r/t  
effectiveness of depression tx.,  
effects of severe anxiety, & 
writing a goal for a nursing dx. 
accurately 
c. Pharm III predictor 52% for 
planning and data gathering. 
Rest of categories all >75% 
d. Student SLO items 3, 4, & 6 
cover this area. Results: 96, 100, 

2014: In new curriculum only mental 
health skills will remain in LVN103A. 
There will be no separate lab for this 
short, 5 week course. Rest of content 
will be in LVN102A and LVN102AL. 
a. benchmark met, no discussion  
b. In new LVN103A will use more 
assessment result formatted 
scenarios and practice questions r/t 
these topics 
c. benchmark met  
d. benchmark met 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

96% respectively. 

10. Demonstrate the qualities of leadership, 
supervision, and teamwork. 

 

a.  Class demonstration 
b. exams ((“1B”: 75% of students 
answered NCLEX style questions 
related to skills in LVN103A 
correctly) 
c. Predictor tests from Kaplan (65% 
per Kaplan) 
d.  Student Surveys (95% at very 
satisfied + satisfied responses. 

a. All 27 students met objectives 
for team scenarios with problem 
solving required 
b. >75% answered NCLEX style 
exam questions correctly 
c. could not isolate questions r/t 
supervision. Coordinated Care = 
70.3% 
d.  100%  

a-d.  Benchmarks met.  
 
This content is in LVN102A 
and102AL in new curriculum 
construction 

11. Demonstrate ability to independently 
anticipate and identify client needs and 
implement all phases of the nursing 
process to nursing care for the geriatric, 
mental health, and chronically ill patient.  

a.  Class demonstration 
b. exams ((“1B”: 75% of students 
answered NCLEX style questions 
related to skills in LVN103A 
correctly) 
c. Predictor tests from Kaplan (65% 
per Kaplan) 
d. Student Surveys (95% at very 
satisfied + satisfied responses. 
 

a. all 27 students passed 
demonstrations in 103AL. 
b. <75% answered questions 
regarding evaluation and goals 
of nursing process correctly 
c. 65.5%-74.7% on nursing 
process categories on NCLEX 
readiness predictor test. 
d. met at 100% (Actual SLO is 
“7” on the survey) 

2014: In new curriculum only mental 
health skills will remain in LVN103A. 
There will be no separate lab for this 
short, 5 week course. Rest of content 
will be in LVN102A and LVN102AL. 
 
a. Benchmark met 
b. In new curriculum, goal selection 
and evaluation are introduced earlier.  
c. Benchmark met. 
d. Benchmark met 
 

5.  Demonstrate ability to value and apply 
tenets of caring framework to nursing care 
ethically and with cultural competence in a 
variety of settings (LTC, outpatient, home).   

a.  Class demonstration 
b. exams ((“1B”: 75% of students 
answered NCLEX style questions 
related to skills in LVN103A 
correctly) 
c. cultural and ethical categories not 
isolated in data analysis by Kaplan. 
d. Student Surveys (95% at very 
satisfied + satisfied responses. 
 

a. all 27 students passed 
demonstrations in 103AL w/ 
cultural and ethical components 
b. >75% correctly answered 
NCLEX style questions. 
c. N/A 
d. N/A- not an item on student 
survey  

a. This student outcome is actually 
integrated into all skills throughout 
courses and semesters.  
b. met  
c. N/A 
d. N/A 
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2014:  

NEW STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES for new LVN103A in su mmer 2015:  
1. Integrate unique needs of the mental health patient into the plan of care. 

2. Prioritize patient care in the public health settings. 

3. Incorporate the nursing process when psychotropic medications are part of the treatment plan for patients across the life span. 
4. Integrate therapeutic communication techniques relevant to the psychiatric patient. 
 
2014: Director, Success Specialist, 4 faculty present for 15 minute review and discussion of SLO assessment results. Moving forward with new 
curriculum construction, current skills faculty recommend that outcome assessments be SEPARATED for skills theory and skills lecture. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2013: SLO Presentation/Faculty Dialogue: Took place at the LVN faculty meeting on August 27, 2013. 6 faculty attended the 15 minute presentation 
and provided evaluative feedback and suggestions:  
  Some suggestions were:  give clinical faculty access to course studio for LVN103A, which is now done. This helps other faculty view tools students 
are given for consistency. 
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COURSE OUTCOMES & ASSESSMENT TRACKING FORM 
(Kept in the department files and maintained by cou rse faculty) 

  
 ���� DEGREE 

COURSE NAME    LVN 103B    × CERTIFICATE  REVIEW DATE  FALL 2014) 
 
Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to: 
 

OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

1. Perform within the scope of practice 
for LVN while providing nursing care 
to more clients with multiple system 
problems. 

a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes 
d. no changes 

 
 
 

2. Adhere to legal & ethical principles 
while providing care. 

a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes 
d. no changes 

 
 
 

3. Apply cultural competence in planning 
and implementing patient care. 

a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes 
d. no changes 

 

4. Accurately and thoroughly document 
on more clients with multiple system 
problems. 

a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes 
d. no changes 
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OUTCOME 
METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

(Describe Below & Attach the 
Instrument) 

RESULTS OF  
ASSESSMENT(S) 

 (Student Evaluations; 
Revisions to the Program 

based on results) 

EVALUATE THE NEED  
FOR CHANGE  

5. Administer medications for one half of 
patient unit to patients with with 
multiple system problems adhering to 
the critical elements and within the 
regulatory time frame. 

a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes 
d. no changes 

 
6. Perform nursing interventions and 

skills more independently while 
adhering to the critical elements. 

a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. one student on practice 

plan 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes (had one plan for 

drawing up medications 
successfully completed within two 
weeks 

d. no changes 

7. Apply the caring framework in the 
clinical setting to provide a safe and 
caring environment for clients. 

a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes  
d. no changes 

 
 

8. Adapt patient plan of care based on 
changes in diagnostics, pertinent labs 
and response to medications for more 
clients with multiple system problems.  

a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes 
d. no changes 

 
9. Communicate collaboratively as a 

team member. 
a. Clinical Evaluation Tool by faculty 
b. Student Surveys (95% at ALWAYS 

and ALMOST ALWAYS responses) 
c. Med error & Plan Tracking 
d. Evaluation by preceptor 

a. met 
b. met 
c. met 
d. met 

a. no changes 
b. no changes 
c. no changes 
d. no changes 

 
 

SLO Presentation/Faculty Dialogue: Took place at the LVN faculty meeting on November 13, 2014.  3 faculty members, 1 Director, 1 Success Specialist, and 1 
Secretary attended the 15 minute presentation.  Starting Fall 2014, there was a new curriculum put in place. Therefore, there will be different criteria to evaluate 
the course outcomes and assessments. 
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SIGNATURE PAGE 

Faculty, Director(s), Manager(s), and/or Staff Associated with the Program 

Instructional Programs:  All full-time faculty in the program must sign this form.  If needed, 

provide an extra signature line for each additional full-time faculty member in the program.  

If there is no full-time faculty associated with the program, then the part-time faculty in the 

program should sign.  If applicable, please indicate lead faculty member for program after 

printing his/her name. 

Student Services and Administrative Services Programs:  All full-time director(s), managers, 

faculty and/or classified staff in the program must sign this form. 

Marcia Scott        

     2/26/2015 

Division Chair/Director Name Signature Date 

Mary Ann Ambrose                                          2/26/2015    

Name Signature Date 

Shani Perrin                                           2/26/2015    

Name Signature Date 

Pat McQuillen                                          2/26/2015  

Name Signature Date 

Fay Johnson                                           2/26/2015 

Name Signature Date 

 

Name Signature Date 
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DEAN’S/MANAGER’S ANALYSIS OF COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNING & REVIEW 

(CPPR)  

Program:        Planning Year:        Last Year CPPR Completed:        

 

Unit:        Cluster:        

 

A. CPPR Pre-Meeting 

It is strongly recommended that the Vice President and/or Dean meet with Division 

Chair/Director/designee and the program faculty and/or staff involved in preparing the 

CPPR prior to the completion of the review documents.  The discussion should include an 

overview of the CPPR document and expectations of what should be considered and 

focused on when developing the CPPR.  

 

If a Pre-CPPR meeting occurred, please list those in attendance, when the meeting occurred 

and a summary of what was discussed. 

 

B. Narrative Analysis of CPPR Sections 

Please provide an analysis and comments of programmatic information for each of the CPPR 

sections below.  

 

• General Information and Program Outcomes (Required for Instruction/Student 

Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

• Program Support of Institutional Goals and Objectives, and/or Institutional Learning 

Outcomes (Required for Instruction/Student Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

• Program Data Analysis and Program-Specific Measurements (Required for 

Instruction/Student Services/Administrative Services):  

      

 

• Curriculum Review (Required for Instruction and may be Applicable to Student 

Services): 

      

 

• Program Support of Institutional Goals and Objectives and Student Learning Outcomes 

(Required for Instruction/Student Services/Administrative Services): 
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• Program Data Analysis, Assessment and Improvements (Required for Student 

Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

• Program Outcomes, Assessments and Improvements (Required for 

Instruction/Student Services/Administrative Services):  

      

 

• Anticipated Service Challenges/Changes (Required for Student 

Services/Administrative Services):  

      

 

• Program Development Forecast (Required for Instruction/Student 

Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

• Overall Budget Implications (Required for Student Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

• End Notes/Additional Comments (Required for Instruction/Student 

Services/Administrative Services): 

      

 

C. Commendations/Considerations: 

Please provide a list of commendations and considerations based on the CPPR.  

 

Commendations: 

Comments in this area summarize how the program has demonstrated its effectiveness. 

      

 

Considerations: 

Comments in this area constitute advice to help the program meet or surpass expectations 

for effectiveness. 
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D. Applicable Signatures: 

 

 

 

    

Vice President/Dean  Date 

 

 

    

Division Chair/Director/Designee  Date 

 

 

    

Other (when applicable)  Date 

 
 

 

 

The above-signed individuals have read and discussed this review.  The Director/Coordinator, Faculty, and staff in 

the program involved in the preparation of the CPPR acknowledge the receipt of a copy of the Vice President/ 

Dean’s narrative analysis.  The signatures do not necessarily signify agreement. 

 


